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The purpose of this study is to investigate how earnings announcement event affects stock returns at Karachi Stock Exchange
(KSE). For this purpose we use the KSE-100 Index as our sample. We use the CAR Analysis to analyze the impact of earnings
announcement over the stock returns around announcement dates. Our results suggest that KSE experiences abnormal stock
returns around earnings announcement dates for the overall market and for different categories which indicate that efficient
market hypothesis does not hold in Pakistani market and point out the presence of informational dissemination inefficiencies in
the market.

1. Introduction

Changes in stock prices constitute a key component of stocks
returns and, hence important for the investors, practitioners
and researchers alike. A number of factors affect stock prices
in a number of different forms. One of them can be a
certain event which may affect trading activities at the stock
exchange and consequently stock prices. Earnings announce-
ment is one such event, and its information content is likely
to trigger response of the market participants considering
their anticipations [1]. Resultantly, a different trading pattern
is likely to emerge in the market around earnings announce-
ment event.

Assuming information symmetry put forward by the
efficient market hypothesis (EMH), information content of
the earnings announcement may not have any impact on the
normal trading and prices pattern. However, hypothesizing
that EMH does not hold, we are likely to observe trading
and prices anomalies around earnings announcement event.
Earnings announcement premium is well documented for
the developed stock exchanges in the world but we do not
have such a study for Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE). Our
objective is to examine return anomalies around earnings
announcement dates at KSE.

We organize rest of this paper as follows: we review
the prior relevant researches in Section 2, we describe the
research method and the data in Section 3, in Section 4 we
present our results and analysis, and in Section 5 we put
forward our findings and conclusions.

2. Literature Review

Since the advent of EMH [2], we observe its thorough empi-
rical scrutiny across the globe as to what extent markets
ensure symmetric information to all market participants and
conform to EMH. Earning is perceived to be an important
indicator of current and future state of the organization and
the premier information in financial statements. Availability
of this information to the market participants is likely to
cause market response for which researchers have provided
empirical evidence of an association between accounting
information and security returns, and such a relation
becomes significant at the time of earnings announcement
[1], which is the primary focus of this study.

A lot of uncertainty is associated with earnings
announcement, an important event for the market as its
information content vis-à-vis expectations of the market
participants gives rise to volatility which gradually increases
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till the announcement date and then falls to its normal level.
In the case of positive news, this uncertainty comes to its
normal level in the lesser period as compared to the case
of negative news [3]. Asymmetric information among the
market participants reduces after the earnings announce-
ment implying new information content in them [4]. Studies
show that different investors have different levels of informa-
tion in the market, and private information is gradually
revealed giving rise to the liquidity in the stock market before
the release of earnings [5]. Investors seek to find some private
information before the official disclosure of earnings, and
information asymmetry in the market gives the informed
market participants a chance to move according to their
interest, and it gives high volatility to the stock prices in the
market according to the expected content of the earnings
disclosure [6].

Trading volume and trading practices depict the infor-
mation held by the speculators at the stock market and
help to predict the stock prices in the following days [7],
where there is a kind of association between the large volume
increase and a large price change [8]. The evidence of ano-
malies in stock prices with the release of income report shows
that information is reflected in the income numbers [1]. The
variability in the stock returns around earnings announce-
ment date is larger as compared to that in nonannouncement
period indicating new information presented. Moreover,
there is a reduction in price volatility after the announcement
consequence of reduced information asymmetry and uncer-
tainty [9]. Optimism in the preannouncement period may
increase demand to give stock price hype during these days,
but rationalization in the postannouncement period brings
the price to even lower level in ten days window around the
announcement date, and average abnormal returns remain
economically large [10]. Accounting and financial reporting
and their information content play a key role in stock price
reaction where announcement about increase in earnings
generates positive reaction in stock price and vice versa [11].

The stock returns and trading volume tend to be pos-
itively correlated, but unequal distribution of information
as well as the optimistic attitude of investors during pre-
announcement period gives a rise to trading volume and
stock prices based on the past performance of the stocks
during announcement periods [12]. However, there is a
significant impact of firm size over this specific behavior
where the stocks of relatively small firms show large, positive
abnormal returns around earnings announcement dates due
to information asymmetry, and large firms do not show
significant impact in returns around these dates [13]. This
clearly suggests more information asymmetry during pre-
announcement period as compared to postannouncement
period, which is associated more with small firms exposed to
lesser market monitoring and most of the information about
them is revealed through their official disclosures [14, 15].

3. Methodology and Data

The core objective of this study is to investigate the move-
ment of share price around earnings announcement dates

in Pakistani market. For this purpose we select the KSE
being the largest and the oldest market of the country
and use KSE-100 Index as our target sample. This index is
generally considered a true representative of the KSE due to
its systematic and dynamic composition.

We use secondary data of KSE to collect the data about
the stock prices and the date of earnings announcement for a
five years’ period from 2005 to 2009. We collect the prices in
an 11-day event window, that is, from five trading days before
the earnings announcement to the five trading days after the
announcement. The date of results announcement is taken as
day 0. We use the Mean Adjusted Model [16] to examine the
impact of the earnings announcement on the price behavior
of stocks. We examine the impact of the earnings releases on
the stock prices which is depicted in the abnormal or excess
return as compared to any other random day selected.

Assuming informational symmetry in an efficient mar-
ket, the prices behavior of stocks should be same as in all days
including days around earnings announcement. However,
any deviation from this hypothesized scenario will yield
abnormal returns (AR) as measured by (1):

AR j,t = Rj,t − E
(
Rj,t

)
, (1)

where t is the trading day while j denotes the firm. We denote
the 11-day event window as t = −5, −4, −3, −2, −1, 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5. We estimate expected return from a 90-day
period before the event period, that is, t = −95, . . . ,−6, and
use rate of change and not the absolute values of prices for
level ground comparison. We calculate the average abnormal
returns in the event period by using (2):

ARt = 1
N

n∑

i=1

AR j,t, (2)

where N is the number of firms in our sample. We then
calculate the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) by adding
the average abnormal returns over the days in the event
window. Equation (3) presents CAR for each firm j from the
day K to day L:

CAR j,K ,L =
L∑

t=K
AR j,t . (3)

Equation (4) depicts our formulation for the average CAR:

CARK ,L = 1
N

∑
CAR j,K ,L. (4)

We choose to measure the existence of two phenomena, that
is, the existence of any abnormal return and the change in
the abnormal returns during the event window. Our null
hypothesis to check the existence of abnormal return is
“Average abnormal return on any day in the event window is
equal to zero.”

We use test statistic, ratio of the average abnormal return
on the given day in the window to its standard deviation,
given by (5).

t = ARt

SD(ARt)
. (5)
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Table 1: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement.

Day AR
Cumulated Abnormal Returns

(CAR)
t-statistic

for AR

−5 0.0572 0.0573 2.4535

−4 0.0556 0.1129 2.2542

−3 0.0622 0.1752 2.3102

−2 0.0677 0.2428 2.4183

−1 0.0664 0.3092 2.1180

0 0.0657 0.3750 2.1156

1 0.0462 0.4212 1.6614

2 0.0549 0.4761 1.8117

3 0.0654 0.5415 1.7813

4 0.0658 0.6073 1.9119

5 0.0669 0.6741 1.9032

CAR−5,1 = 0.4212

t-statistic = 2.0720

After identification of abnormal return we identify and
measure if there is any change in the abnormal return
during the window due to earnings announcement. To do
so, we calculate the t-statistic which is the ratio of CARK ,L

to standard deviation. We use (6) to calculate t-statistic for
CARK ,L:

tCARK ,L =
CARK ,L

SD
(
CARK ,L

) . (6)

4. Results and Analysis

To identify and analyze the impact of earnings announce-
ment on share prices we divide our sample, KSE-100
Index, in manufacturing and services companies, foreign and
domestic companies, and also small-, medium-, and large-
sized companies.

4.1. Overall Sample. First, we analyze the sample perfor-
mance as a whole irrespective of its categorization. Table 1
depicts the AR and CAR in the event window. Results show
that there are significant abnormal returns in the whole event
window, that is, the days surrounding earnings announce-
ments. Furthermore, t-statistic for the CAR shows that these
abnormal returns are due to the announcement of earnings
depicting a significant impact of earnings on stock prices
and unequal distribution of information in the market. It
tells about the speculations and access of some traders to
the private information. Pattern in the abnormal returns in
the event window is also interesting. Abnormal returns move
upwards in the days before the announcement of financial
results while they move downwards on the day just after the
announcement has been made conforming the earlier studies
[9]; however we observe a pattern, maybe unique to KSE, that
after a decline the returns again start moving upwards.
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Figure 1: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement in
manufacturing/service companies.

4.2. Manufacturing and Services Companies. The rationale
behind the study of the firms on the basis of type of the
industry is simple. Recent years have seen a growing interest
of investors in services companies at KSE which we assume
may have reduced information asymmetry about these com-
panies as compared to their manufacturing counterparts
affecting their earnings announcement premium. Table 2
presents AR and CAR of this categorization.

Table 2 suggests that prices react in an abnormal way
during the earnings release days irrespective of the industry
classification which we depict in Figure 1, which shows that
the extent of these abnormalities differs in the two sectors.
We observe higher abnormal returns in manufacturing sector
in the event window. Service companies with their profes-
sional ownership structures, lean, and transparent manage-
ment structures offer lesser surprises for the attentive and
vigilant investors and provide less abnormality in the prices
due to increasing customer interest in the activities and fin-
ancial performance of the service companies due to their
better yield during recent past years.

4.3. Domestic and Foreign Companies. Following the logic
of Section 4.2, we analyze our sample on the basis of their
ownership. In the past few years, foreign companies have
gained lot of attention from investors that may have reduced
information asymmetry in the market place which may be
prevalent in case of their domestic counterparts affecting
their stock price response during earnings announcement
period which we present in Table 3.

Table 3 and Figure 2 show that there are abnormalities
in the share prices in both foreign and domestic companies.
However, we observe quite a higher abnormal return for
foreign companies in the event window as compared to their
domestic counterparts. Contrary to common observation,
our results clearly suggest that foreign companies maintain
quite a high level of information asymmetry in the market
place despite increased interest of the market participants.
The earnings disclosure as such triggers higher abnormal
returns.
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Table 2: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement in manufacturing/service companies.

Manufacturing companies Services companies

Day AR Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR) AR Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR)

−5 0.0553 0.0553 0.0421 0.0421

−4 0.0561 0.1114 0.0424 0.1014

−3 0.0610 0.1724 0.0447 0.1560

−2 0.0676 0.2400 0.0473 0.2127

−1 0.0627 0.3027 0.0501 0.2728

0 0.0629 0.3656 0.0484 0.3308

1 0.0559 0.4215 0.0227 0.3580

2 0.0633 0.4848 0.0292 0.3931

3 0.0693 0.5540 0.0418 0.4475

4 0.0697 0.6237 0.0417 0.4976

5 0.0674 0.6911 0.0464 0.5533

CAR5,1 = 0.3656 CAR−5,1 = 0.3580

t-statistic = 1.7364 t-statistic = 1.664

Table 3: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement in domestic/foreign firms.

Domestic companies Foreign companies

Day AR Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR) AR Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR)

−5 0.0410 0.0410 0.1187 0.1187

−4 0.0403 0.0813 0.1057 0.2244

−3 0.0438 0.1251 0.1317 0.3561

−2 0.0492 0.1742 0.1368 0.4929

−1 0.0483 0.2226 0.1342 0.6271

0 0.0459 0.2685 0.1398 0.7288

1 0.0342 0.3026 0.0863 0.8135

2 0.0395 0.3422 0.1067 0.9185

3 0.0504 0.3925 0.1165 1.0333

4 0.0506 0.4432 0.1175 1.149

5 0.0529 0.4961 0.1273 1.2748

CAR5,1 = 0.2685 CAR5,1 = 0.8135

t-statistic = 1.8008 t-statistic = 2.2523
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Figure 2: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement days
in domestic and foreign and firms.

4.4. Small, Medium, and Large Companies. Literature review
suggests larger abnormal returns for small companies in the

event window as compared to the large ones. To observe
this phenomenon in Pakistan, we divide our sample in three
categories on the basis of their size using as its proxy: small,
medium, and large.

Table 4 shows that there are abnormal returns in the
three categories in the event window in all three categories,
and t-statistic for the three categories confirm, that these
abnormal returns are due to the earnings disclosure. There-
fore, earnings announcement phenomenon is present irre-
spective of their size. Moreover, CARs for the three categories
conform to the results of earlier studies that small companies
yield higher abnormal returns due to higher informational
asymmetry [14, 15].

Table 4 and Figure 3 show the abnormal price behavior
pattern of the three categories. The small companies depict
a generally increasing returns trend in the days prior to the
earnings announcement with the highest abnormal returns
experienced by them on the day of earnings announcement.
The medium-sized companies also depict a pattern similar to
the small companies but the abnormal returns are significant
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Table 4: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement in small/medium/large companies.

Day
Small companies Medium companies Large companies

AR
Cumulative Abnormal Returns

(CAR)
AR

Cumulative Abnormal Returns
(CAR)

AR
Cumulative Abnormal Returns

(CAR)

−5 0.1040 0.1040 0.0433 0.0433 0.0234 0.0234

−4 0.1003 0.2043 0.0390 0.0822 0.0269 0.0511

−3 0.1177 0.3219 0.0393 0.1215 0.0318 0.0828

−2 0.1231 0.4450 0.0453 0.1668 0.0358 0.1186

−1 0.1164 0.5614 0.0467 0.2136 0.0346 0.1532

0 0.1261 0.6875 0.0397 0.2533 0.0353 0.1885

1 0.1175 0.8050 0.0409 0.2942 0.0172 0.2057

2 0.1174 0.9225 0.0525 0.3467 0.0287 0.2344

3 0.1120 1.0345 0.0458 0.3925 0.0419 0.2763

4 0.1191 1.1536 0.0384 0.4309 0.0471 0.3234

5 0.1186 1.2722 0.0391 0.4700 0.0495 0.3729

CAR5,1 = 0.8050 CAR5,1 = 0.2942 CAR5,1 = 0.2057

t-statistic = 2.0576 t-statistic = 2.0400 t-statistic =1.8292
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Figure 3: Abnormal returns around earnings announcement in
small/medium/large companies.

only in the initial and the final days of event window. The
large companies not only have lowest abnormal returns com-
pared to other two categories, but also these returns are sig-
nificant only on the days before the announcement.

5. Findings and Conclusion

Information plays an important role in determining stock
returns. The EMH assumes symmetric information, but
prevalent asymmetric information in the market place plays
a key role to give advantage to better informed market partic-
ipants. In this context, earnings announcement helps reduce
information asymmetry and uncertainty surrounding it.

We investigate how earnings announcement event affects
stock returns at KSE analyzing KSE-100 Index. Our results
for entire sample conform to the earlier studies suggesting
that markets experience abnormal stock returns around
earnings announcement dates. Prices behave significantly

different around this particular event confirming that these
changes are due to the announcement of earnings. The EMH
suggests that there should be no significant change in the
stock prices around such event, and prices should react in
a normal way. However, our results of the overall market
and different categories show that there are anomalies in
the prices around these dates which indicate that EMH does
not hold in Pakistani market and point out the presence of
informational dissemination inefficiencies in the market.

Considering the industry classification, we find that
manufacturing companies experience more changes in the
prices around earnings announcements as compared to the
service companies. Increased interest of the market parti-
cipants and relative lesser informational asymmetry main-
tained by service companies result in lesser earnings sur-
prise for the market. From ownership perspective, foreign
companies depict higher information asymmetry and high
abnormal returns around earnings announcement. More-
over, smaller companies depict high abnormal returns dur-
ing earnings announcement period as compared to their
larger counterparts. The extent of return abnormality around
earnings announcement event varies depending upon the
classification but its presence is pervasive.
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